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The surface state density distributions N ^E )  on the InP surface were determined by employing 
a rigorous computer analysis of the dependences of the band-to-band photoluminescence efficiency 
P̂L versus excitation light intensity 4>. Experimental — $  spectra, taken from the literature, were 

obtained for the n-InP (100) surface after chemical polishing and ion bombardment. Theoretical 
— <P curves were calculated using a numerical simulator which takes into account all bulk and 

surface recombination processes. The N ^ E )  distributions were determined for both surfaces from 
the best fit to experimental data by applying a procedure based on genetic algorithm. An increase 
in N æ(E) after ion bombardment was attributed to the surface disordering. The behaviour of the 
effective surface recombination velocity and quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and for holes versus 
$  was also analysed.

1. Introduction
Surface states at InP surfaces and interfaces are responsible for many undesirable 
effects in optoelectronic and high frequency devices, like the Fermi level pinning and 
large non-radiative surface recombination, which strongly reduces photolumines
cence (PL) [1]. Thus, the control and characterisation of the surface state density are 
the key problems of semiconductor technology. One of the powerful methods of 
determining the energy distribution of the surface state density N ^E )  on both free 
and covered surfaces, is the photoluminescence surface state spectroscopy (PLS3) 
which was developed by the group of Hasegawa [2]. In the PLS3 method, the 
band-edge photoluminescence efficiency ypL, i.e., the PL intensity divided by the 
excitation light intensity <P, is measured as a function of <f> at room temperature. 
Then, the obtained — Æ spectrum is compared with the theoretical curves 
rigorously calculated using a numerical simulator of photo-electronic phenomena on 
a semiconductor surface in order to determine N ^E )  [2] — [4]. The simulator takes
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into account all possible recombination processes in the bulk, including band-to 
-band radiative transitions, Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination through 
deep levels and Auger recombination, as well non-radiative recombination at the 
surface via surface states (in terms of the SRH statistics).

In this paper we applied the PLS3 approach for a quantitative analysis of the 
P̂L — $  spectra reported by MOISON et al. [5] on the n-type InP(lOO) surfaces 

submitted to the chemical polishing in bromine-methanol and bombardment by 
1 keV argon ions. These treatments are largely used for substrate cleaning before 
MBE and CVD processes [6] —[8]. For the InP surfaces polished in bromine- 
methanol high PL [5], [9], [10], low surface recombination velocity Se[[ [11], and 
relatively little surface contaminations [6] were reported. It is also known that ion 
bombardment removes oxygen and carbon contaminations but also amorphises the 
InP surface region [12] — [15]. In spite of the importance of these procedures in the 
technology of semiconductor structures, there is little quantitative information about 
the N ^E )  distributions on the InP substrates.

We showed that N ^ E )  could be derived from the Y?l — $  spectra measured by 
MOISON et al. [5] in a wide range of <P (between 1020 and 1024 photon cm_2-s_1) 
at room temperature. The authors of [5] presented the analysis of YPL — <P spectra 
based on the conventional “dead-layer” model (DLM) for PL. However, DLM 
cannot explain the rapid increase in ^pl for <P larger than 1022 photon cm 2 s \  
which was observed on the chemically polished surface [5]. Whereas, we obtained 
a very good modelling of the reported — <P dependences due to applying rigorous 
calculations of rPL — <P curves combined with an optimized fitting. A multi
parameter fitting of theoretical — spectra to experimental data was realised by 
a newly developed computer procedure based on a genetic algorithm (GA) concept 
[1 6 ]-[18 ].

We explained the observed evolution of p̂l by a dynamic contribution of 
surface states to the recombination process. We also determined the U-shaped 
continuum of surface states N ^E )  on the studied surfaces. We interpreted an 
increase in N ^ E )  for the ion-bombarded surface in terms of the surface disorder
ing. Additionally, we analysed the behaviour and correlation of the effective 
surface recombination velocity and quasi-Fermi levels for electrons and for holes 
versus <P.

2. Computation procedure

2.1. Numerical simulator of photo-electronic phenomena
For numerical calculations of the surface quantities versus excitation light intensity 
$  we used a one-dimensional Scharfetter-Gummel-type vector-matrix computer 
program, developed by SAITOH et al. [2] for modelling the photon-induced 
phenomena in a semiconductor. The program self-consistently solves the Poisson’s 
equation, current equations and continuity equations in a semi-infinite sample and 
rigorously calculates the electron n(x) and hole p(x) densities, and electric potential
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V(x) at a distance x from the surface. Then, for different <P, the simulator calculates 
PL quantum efficiency 7PL, the effective surface recombination velocity Scff and 
quasi-Fermi levels for electrons EFn and for holes EF .

In the calculations, a U-shaped Næ(E) was assumed in accordance with the 
disorder induced gap state (DIGS) model by HASEGAWA and O H N O  [19]. In this 
model, the fluctuations of bond lengths and angles near a semiconductor surface 
result in a creation of the localised state continuum in the band gap. The N ^E )  
spectrum consists of donor-like states distributed below the so-called charge 
neutrality level EHO, and acceptor-like ones distributed above EHO, The £ HO lies 
0.37 eV below the bottom of the conduction band Ec for InP surface. The Næ(E) 
is expressed by the formula

Næ(E) — iVjso exp / ]£  — £ Ho lV DA 

A -^OD.A )
(1)

where is the minimum surface state density, E0D,A and nD A are the parameters 
determining the curvature of N ^E )  function for donor-like states (subscript D) and 
acceptor-like ones (subscript A), respectively.

The calculations were carried out for the n-type (doping of 3· 1017 cm-3) InP 
with the bulk lifetime t = 10“9 s [5]. Other necessary bulk InP parameters were 
taken from [20].

2.2. Fitting procedure
In order to fit the theoretical rPL — <P dependences to the experimental data and to 
determine the surface state density distribution N ^E )  we developed a multi 
-parameter fitting procedure. The procedure runs together with the numerical 
simulator as it is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of data analysis procedure in PSL3 method.
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The fitting error function (FEF) is defined in accordance with the least-squares 
method, given by the following relationship [18]:

FEF = l  [YpL -fcTpL^)]2 (2)
¿ = 1

where N is the number of experimental points, P̂Li and are the experimental and 
theoretical values of PL efficiency, respectively, <I>1 is the excitation light intensity 
applied to the experiment, and b is the scaling coefficient. The coefficient b has been 
introduced because is expressed in arbitrary units. For analysis of many YPL — 
curves measured in the same experimental system, the coefficient b is the same for all 
curves.

The fitting procedure consists in the search for a minimum value of FEF, i.e., 
a set of five parameters of the function NSS{E), (N^ 0, EQD, E0A, nD and nA) 
corresponding to the best fit to the experimental spectrum — <P. In order to solve 
this optimisation problem, we used in our procedure the genetic algorithm which is 
based on the natural evolution mechanisms like a selection, crossover and mutation 
[16], [17]. In our GA-based procedure we use a binary coding of N ^ E )  parameters, 
a roulette-wheel selection, one-point crossover, and mutation with probability of 
about 0.04. More details of the procedure one can find in [18]. It should be 
mentioned that GA has many advantages compared to classical (e.g., gradient) 
optimisation methods, e.g., GA can avoid local minima of FEF [21] due to 
simultaneous searching for the best solution over many points.

3. Results and discussion
The experimental dependences 5pL — $  for the chemically polished and ion 
-bombarded n-InP(lOO) surfaces taken from [5] and the best fitted theoretical 
curves obtained from our computer procedure are summarized in Fig. 2a. The 
best fit was obtained for U-shaped distribution of surface states, N ^E ), shown in 
Fig. 2b.

A strong quenching of the 5pL after ion bombardment (by half an order of 
magnitude under low excitation up to two orders for <P of 1024 photon-cm" 2-s“ 1) is 
caused by the dramatic increase in N ^E ). The minimum value of 1VSS increased from 
1011 to about 3· 1011 eV~1 cm“ 2, and the density near the band edges rose by two 
orders of magnitude. In particular, the increase in the branch of acceptor-like surface 
states near the conduction band results in the larger surface band bending causing 
the deeper depletion. A similar tendency of surface state density changes estimated 
from the photoemission measurements was reported by MOISON et al. [5 ]. 
We attributed the changes in the N ^E )  distribution to the surface distortion caused 
by ion bombardment, in accordance with the DIGS model [19].

The increase in disordering of the surface results in the strong change in 
the behaviour of 5pL versus <P. The polished InP(lOO) surface, contrary to 
that after ion bombardment, exhibited a rapid increase in kL for $  larger than 
1022 photon-cm_2-s_1. We explained this behaviour of PL efficiency by a gradual
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Fig. 2. Calculated PL quantum efficiency YPL vs. excitation light intensity <P (a) for N ^ E )  (b). Black dots 
represent experimental data for chemically polished InP(lOO) surface, and black triangles — for the 
ion-bombarded surface [5].

saturation of surface states as SRH recombination centers [18], [22]. However, 
this effect was not observed for the ion-bombarded surface within the used range of 0.

From our computer analysis, we also estimated the surface state cross-sections 
for capturing electrons an and holes ap. For the chemically polished surface 
on — 10~14cm2, ap = 10~13 cm2 and after ion bombardment on = ap = 10-13 cm2. 
These values are larger than those roughly estimated in the range of 10~15 cm2 by 
MOISON et al. [5]. However, they lie in the range from 10~18 to 10“ 12 cm2 reported 
in [23] — [27]. A more detailed discussion of an influence of an and a on YPL one can 
find in [22].

In order to better understand an influence of the N ^E )  distribution on PL 
mechanism we calculated the surface recombination velocity Seff and quasi-Fermi 
levels for electrons EFn and of holes EFp in the wide range of <f> (Fig. 3). From the 
comparison of Fig. 2a and Fig. 3 it is clear that the increasing in YPL is correlated 
with light-induced decreasing of Seff and depinning of EFn. It should be stressed that 
the DLM approach can be used for the quantitative analysis of PL only in the range 
of <P where Seff is «^-independent and EFn is pinned.

From Figure 3, it results that Seff on the ion-bombarded surface is about 4 times 
greater — in the range of low 0 — than on the chemically polished surface, due to 
higher N ^E ). Furthermore, after ion bombardment, the EFn pinning position is 
shifted by about 0.125 eV towards the top of the valence band and also the 
light-induced depinning of EFn is slightly weaker in comparison with the chemically 
polished surface.

Contrary to the £ Fn behaviour, the quasi-Fermi level for holes EFp freely moves 
within the energy gap due to increasing photo-excitation for both surfaces. One
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Fig. 3. Effective surface recombination velocity Scfr and surface quasi-Fermi levels for electrons EFn and 
for holes E¥p vs. excitation light intensity <P calculated for N ^E ), as in Fig. 2b.

can note that the difference in EFp after different surface treatments is apparently 
smaller than for E Fn. Therefore quenching on the ion-bombarded surface should 
be assigned mainly to the majority carrier behaviour related to the stronger 
depletion of the surface.

4. Conclusions

We performed the rigorous analysis of rPL — 0  spectra measured by M OISON et al. 
[5] for InP surfaces chemically polished and ion-bombarded. Using the GA-based 
fitting procedure we determined Nss(£) and estimated on, ap for both surfaces. 
Quenching of 7PL for the ion-bombarded surface can be explained by an increase in 
N ^E )  (N ssq increases 3 times and N ^ E )  increases by about two orders of 
magnitude near band edges) due to the surface disordering in accordance with the 
DIGS model. We also analysed the behaviour of Seff, EFn, and E F versus 0  and 
found correlations with YPL— 0  dependences. Higher N ^ E )  for the ion-bombarded 
surface results in about 4 times higher Seff and stronger pinning of EFn.
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